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1.1 Scope of Validity

This manual is an integral part of A1-Hybrid Series invereter, It describes the assembly, 
installation,commissioning, 
maintenance and failure of the product. Please read it carefully before operating.     

1 Notes on this Manual

Notes on this ManualContents

 DANGER！
“Danger” indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will  result in 
death or serious injury.

  NOTE！
   “Note” provides tips that are valuable for the optimal operation of  our 
    product.

WARNING!
“Warning” indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided,  could result 
in death or serious injury.

        CAUTION！
         “Caution” indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided,  could result 
              in minor or moderate injury.
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1.2 Target Group

This manual is for qualified electricians. The tasks described in this manual only 
can be performed by qualified electricians.

1.3 Symbols Used

The following types of safety instructions and general information appear in this 
document as described below:

Note: “A1-Hybird” series means PV grid-tied storage inverter.
            “6.0” means 6.0kW.
Store this manual where it will be accessible at all times.

   7.1    Over Of All Communcation Cables mehod

   7.2    Meter connection

   7.3    LAN Connection

   7.4    BMS Commection

   7.5    Parallel Connection(optional)
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2 Safety

SafetySafety

2.1 Important Safety Instructions

DANGER!
Danger to life due to high voltages in the inverter!
Before installing or using the product, read all the instructions, 
cautions, and warnings in this manual.
Before connecting the product to the electrical utility grid, contact
the local utility company. 
All work  must be carried out by qualified electrician.
Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play 
with the appliance.

CAUTION!
Danger of burn injuries due to hot enclosure parts!
During operation, the upper lid of the enclosure and the enclosure 
body may become hot.
 Only touch the lower enclosure lid during operation.

CAUTION!
Possible damage to health as a result of the effects of radiation!
Do not stay closer than 20 cm to inverter for any length of time.

NOTE!
Grounding the PV generator. 
Comply with the local requirements for grounding the PV modules 
and  the PV generator. It is recommends connecting the generator 
frame and other electrically conductive surfaces in a manner which 
ensures continuous conduction and ground  these in order to have 
optimal protection of system and persons.
 

Do not operate the inverter when the device is running.
WARNING !

Risk of electric shock!
WARNING !
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Prior to the application, please read this section carefully to ensure correct and safe 
application. Please keep the user manual in a safe place.
Only accessories shipped with the inverter are recommended, otherwise it may 
result in a fire or injury to the user.
Make sure that existing wiring is in good condition and that wire is not undersized. 
Do not disassemble any parts of inverter which are not mentioned in installation 
guide. It contains no user-serviceable parts. See Warranty for instructions on 
obtaining service. Attempting to service the inverter yourself may result in a risk of 
electric shock or fire and will void your warranty. 
Keep away from inflammable and explosive materials to avoid fire.
The installation place should be away from humid or corrosive substance.
Authorized service personnel must use insulated tools when installing or working 
with this equipment.
Never touch either the positive or negative pole of PV connecting device. Strictly 
prohibit touching both of them at the same time. 
The unit contains capacitors that remain charged to a potentially lethal voltage after 
the MAINS , battery and PV supply has been disconnected.
Hazardous voltage will present for up to 5 minutes after disconnection from power 
supply.

  

             

            

WARNING!
All electrical installations must be carried out in accordance with 
the local electrical standards and the National Electrical Code 
ANSI/NFPA 70 or the Canadian Electrical Code CSA C22.1.
This document does not replace and is not intended to replace any 
local, state, provincial, including without limitation applicable  in the 
jurisdiction of installation. SolaX assumes no responsibility for the 
compliance or non-compliance with such laws or codes in 
conneciton with the installation of the product.

A1-Hybrid series only support type of lithium-ion battery!
 CAUTION!

When handing battery,adhere to all manufacture safety instruction!
WARNING !

Store away from damp and corrosive materials.!
WARNING !
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Battery Safety Instructions►

SolaX A1-Hybrid Series inverter should be worked with high voltage battery.
The battery must comply with UL 1973 and must be intrinsically safe. 
For the specific parameters such as battery type, nominal voltage and nominal 
capacity etc., please refer to section 4.3.
As accumulator batteries may contain potential electric shock and short-circuit 
current danger, to avoid accidents that might be thus resulted, the following 
warnings should be observed during battery replacement:
   1: Do not wear watches, rings or similar metallic items.
   2: Use insulated tools.
   3: Put on rubber shoes and gloves.
   4: Do not place metallic tools and similar metallic parts on the batteries.
   5: Switch off load connected to the batteries before dismantling battery  
       connection terminals.
  6: Only personal with proper expertise can carry out the maintenance of  
      accumulator batteries.

Lightning and surge protection►

A1-Hybrid inverter are designed and certified to meet stringent UL1741/IEEE 
1547.
and ANSI/IEEE 62.41/62.42 lighting and surge requirements.
However, every PV installation is unique, thus additional external UL/NEC AC.
and DC surge protection and solid grounding practice is recommended.

2.2 Explanation of Symbols 

This section gives an explanation of all the symbols shown on the inverter and
on the type label.

Symbols on the Inverter

Symbol Explanation

Operating Display.

An error has occurred, please inform your installer immediately.

Symbols on the Type Label

Symbol Explanation

Type1�Arc-Fault Circuit-interrupter in pv side.

Beware of hot surface.
The inverter can become hot during operation. Avoid contact 
during operation.

Danger of high voltages.
Danger to life due to high voltages in the inverter!

Danger.
Risk of electric shock!

Observe enclosed documentation.

Do not operate this inverter until it is isolated from battery,mains and 
on-site PV generation suppliers.

R

C US

CSA certified.

  PV
AFCI
Type 1

►

►

Battery status.

Danger to life due to high voltage.
There is residual voltage existing in the inverter after powering off,
which needs 5 min to discharge.
•  Wait 5 min before you open the upper lid or the DC lid.

Warning.
when a ground fault is indicated, normally grounded conductors 
may be ungrounded and energized or normally ungrounded 
conductors may be grounded.

CAUTION-RISK of electric shock from energy stored in capacitor, Never operate 
on the inverter couplers, the MAINS cables, Battery cables, PV cables or the PV 
generator when power is applied. After switching off the PV , battery and Mains, 
always wait for 5minutes to let the intermediate circuit capacitors discharge 
before unpluging DC ,battery inplug and MAINS couplers.
When accessing  the internal circuit of inverter, it is very important to wait 5 
minutes before operating the  power circuit or demounting the electrolyte 
capacitors inside the device. Do not open the device before hand since the 
capacitors require time to sufficiently discharge!
Measure the voltage between terminals UDC+ and UDC- with a multi-meter 
(impedance at least 1Mohm) to ensure that the device is discharged before 
beginning work (35VDC) inside the device.
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3  Introduction
3.1 Basic features

A1-Hybrid  Seires  is a high-quality inverter which can convert solar energy to AC 
energy and store energy into battery.
The inverter can be used to optimize self consumption,  store in the battery for 
future use or feedin to public grid. Work mode depends on PV energy and user’s 
preference. 
It can provide power to loads for emergency use during the grid lost by using the 
energy from battery, PV arrays, external generator and other grid-tied inverters.

Overview ( main components )►
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3.2 Work Modes

Work modes:  Self-use (without PV Power)

When no PV supplied, battery will discharge for 
local loads firstly, and grid will supply power when 
the battery capacity is not enough.
 

     EPS Status

When the grid is off, system will supply 
emergency power from PV , battery or 
generator to supply the home loads. 
(Battery is necessary in EPS mode.)

 

A1-Hybrid  Series  inverter  provides multiple work modes based on different 
requirements.Some basic work modes of A1-Hybrid are shown as below.

Work modes:  Feed in Priority

Priority:load>grid>battery
This mode applies the area that has high feed-in tariff 
and export control.

The PV generated power will be used to supply 
the local loads firstly, then export to the public 
grid. The redundant power will charge the battery.
 

Work modes:  Back up mode

Priority:battery>load>grid
This mode applies the area that has frequent 
power outages. And  this mode ensures the 
battery will has enough energy to supply when 
the grid is off.

In this mode battery will be charging forcibly 
in the setting time and will never be 
discharged when the grid is on, and it also 
allows to choose whether charge from the 
grid or not.
 

Work modes:  Self-use (with PV Power)

Priority: load>battery>grid
This mode applies the area that has low feed-in tariff 
and high energy price.

Work modes:  Force time use

Priority:battery>load>grid(when charging)
Priority:load>battery>grid(when discharging)
This mode applies the area that has electricity price 
between peak and valley. User can use off-peak 
electricity to charge the battery. 

 

The power generated from PV will be used to 
supply the local loads firstly, then to charge the 
battery. The redundant power will export to the 
public grid.
 

The charging and discharging time can be set 
flexibly, and it also allows to choose whether 
charge from the grid or not.

 

IntroductionIntroduction

Note: For additional or more complex application requirements, please contact with us.
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Object

A

B

C

D

E

I

J

H

F

G

K

L

PV connection area

Battery connection area

Grid output connection

Generator connection

Back-up  load terminal

DC Disconnection swatch

Waterproof valve

communication port for parallel operation/
Generator communication port   
(Both functions are being developed.)

Pocket WIFI(optional)

USB port for upgrading

Smart plug(optional)

Description

3.4 External Terminals of inverter

 I J K
L

A B C D E F G

3.5 Internal Terminals in Wiring Box

Object

A

B

C

D

E

H

F

G

Description

Please note the inverter power box (section O) is sealed at the factory and there are no 
user-serviceable parts inside. All wiring to install the inverter is done in the wiring box.

M

N

O

H

Please note that not all communication wirings connected with the terminals 
on the communication board are shown in the picture.
Please refer to the section 7 for the details for communication connection.

M

N
Parallel connection

Wiring box

O Inverter power box

PV fuses

B C D E F

G

A

B B B
H

PV terminals

Battery terminal

Grid terminal

Generator terminal

Back-up load terminal

Grounding bar

All communication terminals on communication broad

Temperature sensor



Model: A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

No. of MPPT/Strings Per MPPT

DC Operaitng Voltage Range

Max.DC Current per MPPT

Max.DC Power

Nominal AC Voltage

Max.Continuous Power

Max.Continuous Current 

Nominal AC Frequency

4/1

10A

10320W

60Hz

41.5A

8600VA

0.8 Leading- 0.8 Lagging

105-500Vdc

AC Power Factor Range

GRID INPUT/OUTPUT

LOAD OUTPUT

Nominal AC voltage 120Vac

Nominal AC frequency 60Hz

Max.Continuous AC current

Max.Continuous AC  power

41A

9460VA

36A

4300VA

Nominal AC voltage 120Vac

PV INPUT

GRID SUPPORT UTILITY-INTERACTIVE 
TRANSFORMERLESS INVERTER

GENERATOR INTPUT

208Vac 240 Vac 
 

59.3Hz-60.5HzOperating Frequency Range 

Introduction Technical Data

3.6 Identification Of A1-Hybrid

BATTERY

Battery Type

DC Operating Voltage Range

Max. Charge / Discharge Current

Lithium-ion

84-432Vdc

25A/25A

LISTED

intergrated

PV AFCI
TYPE 1268693

Nominal AC voltage

Nominal AC frequency 60Hz

Max.Continuous AC current

120Vac

44A

OTHER

Enclosure Type Type 4X

Inverter
SN:

SolaX Power Network Technology (Zhe jiang) CO., LTD.

ADD:No.288 Shizhu Road,Tonglu Economic Development Zone, 

TEL: +86 571 5626 0011          E-mail: info@solaxpower.com

www.solaxpower.com MADE�IN�CHINA

Dongxing District,Tonglu City, Zhejiang Province, China.

612.01336.00

UL 1741 /  UL 1699B
UL 62109-1  /  CSA107.1

Nominal DC Voltage Range 360Vdc

 Operating Temperature 
       -20℃~+60℃ no
 derating below 45℃

Model Parameter Series Lables

1 . Every A1-Hybrid product of our company on the market should correspond to 
a unique serial number under the unified management of the company.A1-Hybrid
 series of machine serial number is divided into five parts: type (2 bits)+ power 
(4 bits)+ year/month (2 bits)+ work order number (3 bits)+ stream number (3 bits) 
a total of 14 bits.

2 . Standard A1-Hybrid series number preparation rules are as follows:

A1-7.0-USA1-6.0-US0720AH E 7 0

0

0 1

Modle Power Year Month Work order number Serial number

0 0 1

AH: Type A1-Hybrid ---- AH: A1-Hybrid.
0720: Power ----720 x 10 W;  0840:840 x 10 W;  1032:1032 x 10 W...
E: Year ------ D:2018 (A:2014;   B: 2015......)
7: Month ------ July (October :A,  November ;B,  December......)
001: Work order number---- 001:001~999 (Monthly zero clearing)
001: Serial number---- 001:001~ZZZ (Clear each work order).

4  Technical Data
4.1 DC Input

4.2 Grid

Max. recommended DC power [W]

Max. DC power per MPPT [W]

Max. DC voltage[V]

Norminal DC operating voltage[V]

Operating voltage typical [V]

Full rating voltage range [V]

Max. input current Per MPPT[A]

Max. short circuit current [A]

System startup voltage [V]

No of MPPT

7200

3600

600

360

105-500

360-500

10

12.5

150

2/1

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

8400

3600

600

360

105-500

280-500

10

12.5

150

3/1

9120

3600

600

360

105-500

304-500

10

12.5

150

3/1

10320

3600

600

360

105-500

258-500

10

12.5

150

4/1

Norminal AC power[VA]

Rated grid voltage(range)[V]

operat frequncy range[Hz]

Norminal AC current @240V[A]

Max. AC current @240V[A]

Displacement power factor

Total harmonic distortion(THDi)

Load control

6000

25

28

7000

29

32

7600

32

35

8600

8600(208V)

9460(240V)

36

41

120 / 240 Vac split phase（105.5/211 Vac - 132/264 Vac ）

60 ( 59.3~60.5)

0.8 leading...0.8 lagging

< 3%

optional

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Model

A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Max. apparent AC power[VA] 6600 7700 8360

A1-Fit-7.0-US A1-Fit-7.6-US A1-Fit-8.6-US

A1-7.0-US A1-7.6-US A1-8.6-USA1-6.0-USA1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

14 15
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4.3 AC Load

Maximum continous output capacity

Norminal AC voltage range [V]

Max. continous output current [A]

@120/240Vac split phase system

120Vac

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

4.4 Generator

60/-3...+3

3000VA 3500VA 3800VA 4300VA

AC voltage range [ V ] 105.5-132Vac(120/240Vac split phase system)

25 29 32 36

Norminal frequency range [Hz]

Norminal input capacity

Naximum continous input capacity

Norninal frequency [Hz]

Frequency range [Hz]

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

60

44-70(allowable)

3000VA 3500VA 3800VA 4300VA

120Vac(105.5-132)AC voltage line to neutral(range)

3600VA 4200VA 4560VA 5160VA

Maximum input current [A] 30 35 39 44

4.5 Battery

Battery type

Norminal DC voltage range[V]

DC voltage range[V]

Max. charge/discharge current[A]

Max. charge Power(grid input only)[W]

Max. charge Power(PV input only)[W]

Max. discharge Power[W]

BMS Communication interface

Lithium 

360Vdc

84-432

25A(adjustable)

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

5600

6000

7100

6500

7000

8300

7100

7600

8600

8000

8600

8600

CAN 2.0

YES

Varistor

Pre-start RISO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

I/IV

4.6 Efficiency, Safety And Protection

Max. PV-AC

Max. PV-Battery(not for Fit-X.0-US)

Max. Battery-AC(not for X.0-US)

CEC efficiency

Safety & Protection

DC disconnect device

Over voltage protection type

PV array ground fault detection

Ground fault monitoring

Grid monitoring

AC short circuit protection

ALL-pole sensitive RCMU

ARC fault circuit interrupter(AFCI)

Protection class/over voltage category

98.50%

98.50%

96.00%

97.00%

98.50%

98.50%

96.00%

97.00%

98.50%

98.50%

96.00%

97.00%

98.50%

98.50%

96.00%

97.00%

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

4.7 General Data

Dimension (L*W*D)

Package dimension (L*W*D)

Weight 

Package weight 

Enclosure rating

Operation temperature range

Storage temperature range

Relative humidity

913*560*276mm(36*22*10.9in)

1016*667*397mm(40*26.3*15.6in)

59kg(120lb)

63kg(139lb)

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

                                          Type 4X

-20℃(-68F)～+60℃(+140F),no derating below 45℃(+113F)

                                     -20℃(-68F)～+60℃(+140F),

0-100% RH Condensing

                       ＜20W

                transformerless

                Natural convection

UL1741,UL1741SA,IEEE1547,IEEE1547.1;CSA-C22.2N.107.1-01

Noise

Max. operation altitude without derating

Internal power consumption

Topology

Cooling concept

                       ＜35dB

                        2000m

           

Safety and EMC
UL1699B,FCC part15 CLASS B
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Display

LED

Touch button

Communication interface

Communication protocol

Firmware update

Meter

Warranty

LCD 

3

4

RS485/LAN/WIFI(optional)/4G(optional)/RF(optional)

A1-Hybrid-6.0-USModel A1-Hybrid-7.0-US A1-Hybrid-7.6-US A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Modbus/Sunspec.RTU

Local USB/Remote web

                 RS485

10 years

4.8 HMI

H

I

J

L

Meter*1/ CT*2

User manual

Warranty card

WIfI module (optional)

5  Installation

5.1 Check For Physical Damage

5.2 Packing List

Make sure the inverter is intact during transportation. If there is any visible 
damage, such as cracks, please contact your dealer immediately.

Open the package and take out the product, please check the accessories first. 
The packing list shown as below.

Object

A

B

C

D

E

F

Inverter*1 

Bracket*2 

Expansion tubes*12( for mounting ) 

Expansion screws*12( for mounting ) 

3 PIN terminals*2( for Meter connection and RPSD connection ) 

Description

G

A B C D

E F

I J K L

G H

6 PIN terminals*1 ( for EPO connection ) 

2 PIN terminals*1( for AGS connection ) 



Installation Installation 

 Mounting environment

A1-Hybrid Series inverter is designed for outdoor installation (Type 4x).
Make sure the installation site meets the following conditions:

   Not in direct sunlight.
   Not in areas where highly flammable materials are stored.
   Not in potential explosive areas.
   Not in the cool air directly.
   Not near the television antenna or antenna cable.
   Not higher than altitude of about 2000m above sea level.
   Not in environment of precipitation or humidity (＞95%).
   Under good ventilation condition.
   The ambient temperature in the range of -20℃ to +60℃.
   The slope of the wall should be within ±5°.
   The wall hanging the inverter should meet conditions below:
   1.solid brick/concrete, or strength equivalent mounting surface;
   2.Inverter must be supported or strengthened if the wall’s strength isn’t    
      enough(such as wooden wall, the wall covered by thick layer of decoration)

Please AVOIDE direct sunlight, rain exposure, snow laying up during installation 
and operation.

5.3 Mounting

20 21

Dimensions for mountingØ

Recommended clearancesØ

If multiple inverters are mounted in areas with high ambient temperatures ,
increase the clearances between the inverters and ensure an adequate fresh-air 
supply, if possible.

300mm 300mm300mm



Installation Electrical Connection 
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Mounting StepsØ

Step 1: Screw the wall bracket on the wall 

crimping pliers for binding post and RJ 45, screwdriver, manual wrench 
and          driller. 

Step 2: Place the inverter on the wall mounted bracket by holding the handle on 
the side.

Note: If necessary, costomer can install an anti-theft lock on the left-bottom of the 
inverter. 
 

1.1 Place the two brackets on the wall and mark down the positions of the 12 
holes. ( Please make sure the distance bewteen two brackets according to the 
section “ dimension of mounting”. )
1.2 Drill holes with driller, and make sure the holes are deep enough (at least 
60mm) to support the inverter.
1.3 Install the expansion tubes in the holes, and tighten them. Then install the 
wall braket with the expansion screws.

 

Installation toolsØ

Required torques for mountingØ

Part Required torque
Mounting expansion screw 8N.M(92Ibf.in)

Install hex socket screws 

0.2N.M(2.3Ibf.in)
Straight screwdriver for communication board terminal 
and  electricity meter 

2N.M(23Ibf.in)

Straig htscrews  for terminal board and grounding bar

1.2N.M(13.8Ibf.in)Lock the communication board screw inside the
 box

2N.M(23Ibf.in)

Install a waterproof plug 1.2N.M(13.8Ibf.in)

6  Electrical Connection

DANGER!
Danger to life due to high voltages of the PV array
When exposed to sunlight, the PV array generatd dangerous DC 
voltage which is present in the DC conductors aond the live components
can lead to lethal electric shocks. If you unplug the terminal plate with
the connected DC conductors from DC-in slot under load, an electric
arc may occur, which can cause an electric shock and burns.
- Do not touch non-insluated conductors.
- Do not touch the DC conductors.
- Do not touch any live components of the inverter.

WARNING!
All electrical installations must be carried out in accordance with the
local electrical standards and the National Electrical Code 
ANSI/NFPA 70 or the Canadian Electrical Code CSA C22.1.
- Before connecting the inverter to the grid, contact your local grid
operator.  The electrical connection of the inverter must be carried 
out by qualified persons only.



WARNING!
Damage to seals on the enclosure lids in subfreezing condition
I f you open the enclosure l ids of the wir ing box when 
temperatures are below freezing, the enclosure lid seal could be 
damaged. As a result, moisture can get into the wiring box. 
Only open the enclosure lid of the wiring box if the ambient 
temperature is at least 0℃ and there is no frost.

Electrical Connection Electrical Connection

WARNING!
Damage to the inverter due to electrostatic discharge
Touching electronic components can cause damage to or 
destory the
inverter through electrostatic discharge.
Grounding yourself before touching any component.

WARNING!
Damage to the inverter due to moisture ingress during 
installation
Never open the inverter when it is raining or snowing, or the 
humidity is over 95%.
For attaching the conduits to the enclosure, only use UL-listed 
rain-tight conduit fittings or UL=listed conduit fittings for wet 
locations complying with UL514B.
Seal all unused openings tightly.

6.1 Overview Of All Electrical Wirings Method

All electrial wiring will be done in the wiring box, and all elelctrical wiring 
method is similar. Therefore this section will introduce all electrical wiring 
steps and requirements.

Removing the wiring box coverØ

Required wire size and torquesØ

Terminals Required torqueWire size permitted

PV terminals

Battery terminals

Grid terminals
EPS terminals
Generator terminals
Grounding block 

Part Required torque

Removing wiring box cover screw
Removing conduit fitting

Step 1: Turn DC switch in “ OFF” position. Please note the cover can not be 
removed when the DC swtich is in “ON” position.

Step2: Remove the 4 cover screws, then remove the cover.

max.23 ibf. in

max.13.8 ibf. in

14AWG,600V,90℃ max.11.5ibf. in

10AWG,600V,90℃ max.11.5ibf. in

max.11.5 ibf. in8AWG,120V,90℃ for A1-Hybrid-6.0/7.0
6AWG,120V,90℃ for A1-Hybrid-7.6/8.6
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Removing wiring box waterproof plugsØ

A1-Hybrid series inverter has 7 1-ED holes and 3 1/2-ED holes for wiring connection.
And the 7 1-ED holes are used for electrical wiring connection.
7 1-ED conduit plugs and 3 1/2-ED conduit plugs has been installed on inverter at 
the factory. 
Before wiring connection, these conduit plugs should be removed by the operator.

Step1:  Remote these conduit by placing a flat blade screwdriver in the slot on the 
conduit plug face and turning while gripping the nut on the inside of the enclosure 
to ensure it does not slip. 

Step2:Unscrew the nut from the conduit plug and slip the conduit plug out of the 
conduit opening.

Conduit installation and wiring routingØ

1-ED 1/2-ED1-ED
1-ED 1-ED 1-ED

1-ED

1-ED

1/2-ED 1/2-ED

Operator should use the standard size conduit which must fit with the holes on the 
bottom of the inverter. And conduit fittings needs to be water tight, and insulated 
type preferred.

Once conduit and fittings are installed, wirings should go through the conduit and
be locked into the corresponding terminals (refer to next section in details) . 

conduit

wirings

Connecting electrical wirings to terminalsØ

Step1: Choose the appropriate wire according to specific connection.

Step2: Remove of insulation from the end of wire.12mm 

Step e3: Insert stripped wires into  terminal and nsure that all conductor strands are 
captured in the terminal.

Step4: Compress the  terminal head by using a crimping pliers and screw down AC
screw cap tightly.

trip length conduit

12mm 

wirings
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6.2 PV Connection

WARNING!
Select PV modules with excellent function and reliable quality. 
Open-circuit voltage of module arrays connected in series should 
be less than inverter Max. DC input voltage 500V.
Inverter warranty is vold if the DC input voltage exceeds the inverter
500V maximum.

WARNING!
Ensure no live voltages are present on pv input and AC output 
circuit, and verify that the DC disconnect, AC disconnect, and 
dedicated AC circuit breaker are in the “OFF” position, before 
installation.

WARNING!
Please use a dark opaque sheets to cover the PV solar panels 
before any wiring or connecting.

NOTE!
PV connection mode below is NOT allowed!

InverterPV array

PV1

PV2

+
-

+
-

+
-

+
-

+

-

x

WARNING!
Power fed from more than one source, more than one live circuit.
Please note that all DC and AC terminals may carry current even 
without connected wires.

A1-Hybrid Series inverter can be connected with PV modules in series with 
2 MPPTs for 6.0KW,  3 MPPTs for 7.0KW and 7.6KW , 4 MPPTS for  8.6KW.                                     

WARNING!
Ensure maximum protection against hazardous contact voltages
while assembling PV panels installations, both the positive and 
negative leads must be strictly isolated electrically from the 
protective ground potential(PE).

  PV String Connection

For A1-Hybrid-8.6 inverter,
4 strings need to be connected
as shown in the picture on the 
right.                                      

For A1-Hybrid-7.6 and inverter
and A1-Hybrid-7 inverter,
3 strings need to be connected
as shown in the picture on the 
right.                                      

For A1-Hybrid-6.0 inverter,
2 strings need to be connected
as shown in the picture on the 
right.                                     

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to page 25.
 .For specific wire size and torques, please refer to page 25

+ - + - + - + -

+ - + - + -

+ - + -

CAUTION!
Never reverse the polarity of the array string cables since inverter 
would be damage. Always ensure correct polarity.

Ø
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PV fuse information

The provided string fuses may or may not be appropriate for user particular
installation. Proper sizing of overcurrent protection is based on the maximum 
short circuit current Isc of module and calculated in accordance with NEC Article
690 requirement.                                     

Selecting appropriate fuse

The string fuse rating should never exceed the Maximum Series Fuse rating 
provided by the module manufacturer. This value is typically listed on the module 
label.

The minimum string fuse size is calculated by multiplying the module Isc*1.56.

It is recommended to use the same brand fuse as the fuse provided with inverter.

A partial listing of the Littlefuse KLKD Fuses is shown as below.
KLKD 008  - 8A     KLKD 009  - 9A      KLKD 010  - 10A  
KLKD 012  - 12A     KLKD 015  - 15A      KLKD 020  - 20A         

if user perefer to use other brand fuse, the requirements shown as below must be 
satisfied:

Fast-acting
Dimensions: 38.1mm in length  and  10.31 fuse diameter. ( refer to picture below)
Interrupt Rating: >=10KA@600Vdc
UL and CSA approval of the fuse is manatroy
String fuse can be sized from 1A to MAX. 20A and rated for 600Vdc.

38.1mm ( 1.50")
 

10.31mm ( .406")
 

String fuse replacement

String fuses are on the wiring broad on the wring box. Before replacing the fuses, 
ensure no live voltage are present on PV input and AC circuit, and verify that the 
DC disconnect, AC disconnect, and dedicated AC branch circuit breaker are in
the “OFF” position.

Step1: Pry the replaced fuse out 
of the slot by using a flat blade 
screwdriver slowly and gently.

A1-Hybrid Series inverter are shipped with several 15A 600Vdc Littelfuse KLKD 15 
string fuses.                                      

A1-Hybrid-6.0 with 4 fuses  A1-Hybrid-7.0 with 6 fuses
A1-Hybrid-7.6 with 6 fuses

A1-Hybrid-8.6 with 8 fuses

fuses

wiring broad

wring box

Step2: Put the new fuse on the 
slot and press it into the solt 
with thumb strongly, and make 
sure the fuse is fixed tightly.

ØØ
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6.3 Grid Connection AC circuit breaker requirements

A1-Hybrid Series inverter are grid-tied to the public utility. 
The connection procedure will vary depending on the grid configuration. 
The following table provides an overview of the compatible grid configurations, 
which voltage limit, frequency limit and conductors have to be connected to the 
inverter to comply with the grid configuration. If applicable, which country data 
set has to be set.
As standard, the inverter is meant for connection to a utility grid with a 
240V/120V split-phase 60Hz system, and the country data set UL1741 is factory-
set.                                      

240V/120V split-phase

Compatible grid configurations

L1,  L2,  N

Conductors to be connected

L1,  L2,  N

Country data set

240V/120V split-phase

240V  Stringer connection

Compatible grid configurations

183/105.5V - 228/131.5V

Nominal Voltage range, Line to Line Frequency range

59.7Hz - 60.3Hz

L1 L2N
+ - + - + - + -

L1 L2N

240V/120V split-phase

208V  wye connection

L1,  L2,  N

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to page 27.
 For specific wire size and torques, please refer to page 27.

Grid terminal connection

There should be a AC circuit breaker to protect each AC line(L1 and L2) of Hybrid 
inverter. The circuit breaker should be able to handle the rated maximum output 
voltage and current of the inverter.
Please refer to the table below to determine the appropriate circuit breaker size 
to avoid potential fire hazards. And the AC circuit breaker selection and 
installation must follow the National Electrical Code(NEC), ANSI/NFPA 70 or local 
electrical codes.                                      

A1-Hybrid Inverter

AC Circuit breaker
Utility

A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model Recommended AC branch protection

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US 2-pole, 63A 120/240 Vac, 15 KA

Max. AC output current

Grid Port

32A

41.5A

40A

37A

183/105.5V - 228/131.5V 59.7Hz - 60.3Hz

240V  Stringer connection

2-pole, 63A 120/240 Vac, 15 KA

2-pole, 63A 120/240 Vac, 15 KA

2-pole, 50A 120/240 Vac, 15 KA

CAUTION!
The installer is responsible for providing overcurrent protection.
To reduce the risk of fire, connect only to a circuit provided with 63 
amperes maximum branch-circuit overcurrent protection in 
accordance with the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Ø

Ø
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6.4 Load Connection

A1-Hybrid Series inverter has on-grid and off-grid function both. The inverter will 
deliver output power through Grid port and Load port both when the grid is on , 
and it will deliver output power through Load port when grid is off.                                      

WARNING!

To reduce the risk of fire, do not connect to an ac load center(circuit
 breaker panel) having multiwire branch circuits connected.

WARNING!
Please note the power rating of back-up Loads connected on the 
Load port can not exceed the Load power rating.

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter Battery

Utility

Grid Port Load Port
120V Back-up Load

120V Regular Load 240V Regular Load

PV Panel

A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model Recommended bac-up load power

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Max. Load output power

3000VA

3500VA

3800VA

4300VA

<3000VA, 120V

<3500VA, 120V

<3800VA, 120V

<4300VA, 120V

Selecting appropriate Back-up loads

Before the system installation, user must project some important load as the back-
up loads which should be connected to the Load port. When there is an outage, 
only these back-up loads can be powered for emergency usage, such as electric 
light, teakettle and so on.
The back-up load power rating must be within the Load port power rating, 
otherwise  the inverter will shutdown with an “ overload” warning.
Please refer to the table below to determine the appropriate back-up loads.                                      

For the nonlinear load, please make sure the inrush power also 
should be within the Load output power range.

WARNING!

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter Battery

Grid Port Load Port

PV Panel

Outage

120V Back-up Load

120V Regular Load 240V Regular Load

When grid is on, all the loads can be powered.

When grid is off, only the back-up loads can be powered through Load port.

Ø
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NL1

Load terminal connection

Electrical Connection

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to page 27.
.For specific wire size and torques, please refer to page 27

6.5 Battery Connection

AC Load breaker requirements

There should be a AC load breaker to make sure back-up loads can be securely 
disconnected with inverter when required, and protect the loads to aviod 
potential eletrical hazards.
Please refer to the table below to determine the appropriate circuit breaker size.n  
And the AC load breaker selection and installation must follow the National 
Electrical Code(NEC), ANSI/NFPA 70 or local electrical codes.                                      

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

Load Port

120V Back-up LoadLoad Breaker

A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model Recommended AC branch protection

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Max. AC output current

Charging and Discharge system of A1-Hybrid series inverter is designed for high-
voltage lithium battery.
Before choosing battery, please note the maximum voltage of battery can not 
exceeds 432V and the rated voltage of battery can not exceeds 360V. 
For a lithium battery will be connected with hybrid inverter, the battery 
communication should be compatible with A1-Hybrid inverter and the BMS 
must be connected bewteen inverter and battery.                                      

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter Lithium ion Battery

BAT Port

BMS Port

Battery connection diagram for lithium battery

BAT terminal connection

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to page 43.
 For specific wire size and torques, please refer to page 43.

+ - + - + - + -
+ -

+ - + -
+ -

25A

29A

32A

36A

1-pole, 50A 120 Vac, 15 KA

1-pole, 63A 120 Vac, 15 KA

1-pole, 63A 120 Vac, 15 KA

1-pole, 63A 120 Vac, 15 KA

+ - + - + - + -
NL1

CAUTION!
Never� reverse� the� polarity� of� the� battery� cables� since� inverter�
would�be�damage.�Always�ensure�correct�polarity.

Ø

Ø

Ø
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BMS terminal connection

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to Section 7.1 page 43.
 For specific wire size and torques, please refer to page 43.

Battery breaker requirements

There should be a nonpolarized DC breaker to make sure battery can be securely 
disconnected with inverter when required.
Please refer to the table below to determine the appropriate DC breaker size. 
And the DC load breaker selection and installation must follow the National 
Electrical Code(NEC), ANSI/NFPA 70 or local electrical codes.                                      

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

Nonpolarized 
  DC Breaker

A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model

35A, 600 Vdc, 35KA

Recommended DC breaker model

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Max. BAT output current

Battery

BAT Port

Communication interface bewteen invreter and battery is CAN with a RJ45 
connector. The PIN definition is shown as below.                                      

6.6  Generator Connection( being developed )

GND GND GND CAN_H X X X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81

8 CAN_L

25A

25A

25A

25A

A1-Hybrid Series inverter provides an elecrtical port to connect with a generator, 
which could provide input power to support Back-up loads when the utility is 
lost and the battery capacity is in a low stage.                                      

35A, 600 Vdc, 35KA

35A, 600 Vdc, 35KA

35A, 600 Vdc, 35KA

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

Battery(low capacity)

Grid Port

Generator
      Port

120V Back-up Load

120V Regular Load

PV Panel

Outage

240V Regular Load

GG
Load Port

CAUTION!
The installer is responsible for providing overcurrent protection.
To reduce the risk of fire, install a circuit breaker or overcurrent 
device on both positive(+) and negative(-) conductor to protect 
system.

WARNING!
Battery�circuit�not�isolated�from�pv�input.

CAUTION!
The installer is responsible for providing overcurrent protection.
To reduce the risk of fire, connect only to a circuit provided with 63 
amperes maximum branch-circuit overcurrent protection in 
accordance with the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70.

Ø

Ø
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Generator Requirement

Because the generator function is still being develped and the system will be fairly 
complex, it is recommended to contact our sales for future reference if user 
decides to use a generator in the system.

Before choosing a generator, please note the requirements shown as below must 
be satisfied, and selection and installation must follow the National Electrical 
Code(NEC), ANSI/NFPA 70 or local electrical codes.

Voltage range: 105.5-132V                         
Frequency range: 44-70Hz
Overload capacity: rated current*1.2, 30s; apparent power*1.2, 30s.
                                      

Generator breaker requirements

There should be a AC load breaker to make sure the generator can be securely 
disconnected with inverter when required, and protect the loads to aviod 
potential eletrical hazards.
Please refer to the table below to determine the appropriate circuit breaker size.n  
And the AC load breaker selection and installation must follow the National 
Electrical Code(NEC), ANSI/NFPA 70 or local electrical codes.                                      

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

Generator  Port

GeneratorGenerator Breaker

A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model Recommended AC branch protection

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Max. AC output current

30A

35A

39A

44A

1-pole, 50A 120 Vac, K Curve

1-pole, 63A 120 Vac, K Curve

1-pole, 63A 120 Vac, K Curve

1-pole, 63A 120 Vac, K Curve

GA1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model apparent power 

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

rated current

30A

35A

39A

44A

3000VA

3500VA

3800VA
4300VA

L2L1

Generator terminal connection

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to page 27.
 For specific wire size and torques, please refer to page 27

L2
+ - + - + - + -

L1

Ø
Ø

Ø
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A1-Hybrid-6.0-US

Inverter model Recommended bac-up load power

A1-Hybrid-7.0-US

A1-Hybrid-7.6-US

A1-Hybrid-8.6-US

Max. Load output power

3000VA

3500VA

3800VA

4300VA

<3000VA, 120V

<3500VA, 120V

<3800VA, 120V

<4300VA, 120V

Selecting appropriate Back-up loads

If user chooses to use battery and generator both in one system to support back-up 
loads, the requirement of back-up load power rating is the same as the requirement 
in page X. 

if user choose to use generator only in one system  to support back-up loads 
without battery, the back-up load power rating must be within the generator port 
power rating.
Please refer to the table below to determine the appropriate back-up loads.                                      

Ø



7 Communication Cables Connection

7.1 Overview Of All Communication Cables Method

All communication cables will be done on the communication broad which
is in the wiring box, and all communication cables method is similar. Therefore 
this section will introduct all communication cables steps and requirements.

Required wire size and torquesØ

Terminals Required torqueWire size permitted

LAN terminal
BMS terminal

Meter terminal

Parallel 1terminal
Parallel 2terminal

AGS terminal

WIFI terminal
USB terminal
RF terminal

Type
RJ45
RJ45

3-pin terminal block

2-pin terminal block

RJ45

USB

RJ45

RPSD terminal 3-pin terminal block

USB
USB

in the wiring box

-

-

-

-

-

-

Electrical ConnectionElectrical Connection

2.3 ibf.in
2.3 ibf.in
2.3 ibf.in

Plug-in
Plug-in
Plug-in
Plug-in
Plug-in

RPSD

Meter

AGS

LAN

Parallel1

Parallel2

BMS

communication broad

EPO

EPO terminal 6-pin terminal block 2.3 ibf.in

RJ45, 8-conductor
CAT5 non-crossover

20AWG
20AWG

20AWG
20AWG

There are ten ports on the PE-Bar. Any one of them can be connected with 
the earth wiring. The earth wiring shall be  connected to the exterior PE-Bar

6.7 Ground  Connection 

Please note for speci�c wiring requirement, please refer to page 27.For speci�c wire
 size and torques, please refer to page 27 .

Ø
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Terminals Required torqueWire size permitted

LAN terminal
BMS terminal
Parallel 1terminal
Parallel 2terminal

Type
RJ45
RJ45

RJ45
RJ45

Plug-in
Plug-in
Plug-in
Plug-in
Plug-in

RJ45, 8-conductor
CAT5 non-crossover

Electrical ConnectionElectrical Connection

Removing the communication broadØ

Step1: Make sure the DC switch is in “OFF” position before removing the 
communication broad.
Step2: Remove the 2 cover screw, then remove the broad.

Removing communication broad cover screw

Part Required torque

Removing conduit fitting

max. 13.8 ibf.in

max. 13.8 ibf.in

Conduit installation and wiring routingØ

Operator should use the standard size conduit which must fit with the holes on the 
bottom of the inverter. And conduit fittings needs to be water tight, and insulated 
type preferred.

Once conduit and fittings are installed, wirings should go through the conduit and
be locked into the corresponding terminals (refer to next section in details) . 

It is recommended that all communication cables should be connected through 
two conduits from right hand side on the bottom of the inverter.

conduit

wirings

conduits for 
electrical connections

conduits for 
commumication 
connections

Ø Connecting wirings to terminal block

Step1: Find the male terminal block in the accessories package.

Step : Choose the appropriate wire according to specific connection.2

Step : Remove of insulation from the end of wire.3 5mm 

Step4: Insert stripped wires into  male terminal and ensure that all 
conductor strands are captured in the terminal.

Step5: Compress the male terminal head by using a crimping pliers and screw 
down screw cap tightly.

Step6: Plug the male terminal block into the corresponding female terminal 
block on the communication broad tightly.

trip length
conduit

5mm 

wirings

Step2/3

6-pin*13-pin*2

Step1

2-pin*1
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Step6

Electrical ConnectionElectrical Connection

Step4 Step5

Step6

Ø Connecting wirings to RJ45 terminal

Terminals Required torqueWire size permitted

LAN terminal
BMS terminal
Parallel 1terminal
Parallel 2terminal

Type
RJ45
RJ45

RJ45
RJ45

Step1: Prepare a communication cable with RJ45 interface and cross  it 
through the conduit.

Step2: Insert the RJ45 interface into the corresponding RJ45 terminal on the 
communication broad tightly until a “click” is felt or heard.

Note: For parallel cable connection, it is recommended that connect parallel cables 
through the conduit on the right side of the inverter.

Step1 Step2

Step2

Note

2.3 ibf.in
2.3 ibf.in
2.3 ibf.in
2.3 ibf.in

20AWG
20AWG

20AWG
20AWG
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7.2 Meter Connection

  NOTE！
   It is necessary to connect meter to inverter otherwise inverter will
   shutdown with a “Meter fault” alert.
   The meter communication only works when meter is compatible 
    with the inverter.

Meter is used for monitoring the power usage for entire house, at the meantime, 
inverter will also need the data from Meter to achieve the Export Control Function.

Meter connection diagramØ

Meter

Home Electric 
meter

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

Utility

Grid Port

Load

SolaX meter

Meter terminal connection and PIN definition
Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to page 43.

Ø

Meter
485B

485A
GND

PIN de�nition
for male terminal

Note: It is recommended to use T568B line sequence for network cable. The 
sequence can also be adjusted according to actual situation. ( T568B line 
sequence: orange white, orange, green white, blue, blue white, green, brown 
white, brown).
Auxiliary cable requirements:The communication board of inverter has four 
sets of terminals, which can control a variety of functions, including AGS 
function, EPO function, RPSD function and Meter function.
1)  AGS terminal can provide a power supply with a maximum current of 1A and 
a voltage of 12V, which is a safety voltage. This terminal can control the running 
state of the generator. In order to reduce the loop area of the cables which are 
connected to the terminal, it is recommended to use this group of # 20 AWG 
cables in double stranded.
2) EPO terminal can provide a power supply with a maximum current of 0.1 A 
and a voltage of 3.3 V, which is a safety voltage. In an emergency, the inverter 
can be quickly turned off. In order to reduce the loop area of   the cables which 
are connected to the terminal, it is recommended to use the cables in double 
stranded. Also, in order to unify the wire specifications of the auxiliary cable on 
the communication board , it is recommended to keep the wire specifications 
the same as the cable for AGS terminal, that is, #20AWG;3) The RPSD terminal 
does not have a small current for power supply. It is only a group of 485 signal 
lines which are used for communication with RPSD equipment. In order to 
reduce common mode interference, it is recommended to use the cables in 
double stranded. Also, in order to unify the wire specifications of the auxiliary 
cable on the communication board , it is recommended to keep the wire 
specifications the same as the cable for AGS terminal, that is, #20AWG;4) The 
Meter terminal also has no small current flowing through the power supply. It is 
only a group of 485 signal lines which are mainly used for communication with 
RPSD equipment. In order to reduce common mode interference, it is 
recommended to use the cables in double stranded. Also, in order to unify the 
wire specifications of the auxiliary cable on the communication board , it is 
recommended to keep the wire specifications the same as the cable for AGS 
terminal, that is, #20AWG;
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Standard network cable requirements:
1) Cable type: 100BaseTx
2) Cable category: Cat5, Cat5e, Cat6, Cat6a 
3) Plug type: RJ45 of Cat5, Cat5e, Cat6, Cat6a
4) Shielding: SF/UTP, SF/FTP, S/FTP
5) Number of insulated conductor pairs and insulated conductor cross-section: 
at least 2*2*0.22mm²2*2*24AWG)
6) Maximum cable length between two nodes when using patch cables: 
50m(164 ft)
7) Maximum cable length between two nodes when using installation cables: 
100m (328 ft)8) UV-resistant for outdoor use



7.3 LAN Connection

LAN communication is the standard communication interface. It can transmit the 
data between the PC and inverter via the local network.

LAN connection diagramØ

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

LAN terminal connection and PIN definitionØ

LAN

PC

LAN

TX+ TX- RX+ X X RX- X X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81

8
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7.4 BMS Connection

BAT Port BMS port

BMS connection diagramØ

BMS BMS

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

Lithium Battery

BMS terminal connection and PIN definitionØ

For a lithium battery will be connected with hybrid inverter, the battery 
communication should be compatible with A1-Hybrid inverter and the BMS 
must be connected bewteen inverter and battery.                                      

Please note for specific wiring requirement, please refer to Section 7.1 page 43.

Communication interface bewteen inverter and battery is CAN with a RJ45 
connector.                                     

GND GND GND CAN_H X X X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81

8 CAN_L
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7.5 Parallel Connection ( optional )

A1-Hybrid inverter plan to provide a parallel connection function which should 
make three inverters maximumly connected in one system. This function is still 
being developed. Please contact our sales for future reference.
                                     

7.6 Rapid Shutdown Connection ( optional )

A1-Hybrid inverter reserve a 3pin communication interface to support or control  
the Rapid shutdown function. This communication function is still being 
developed. Please contact our sales for future reference.

                                      

7.7 AGS Connection ( optional )

A1-Hybrid inverter  reserve a 2pin communication interface to support 
connecting a generator externally. This interface is desinged to control the 
generator power ON/OFF. This function is still being developed. Please contact 
our sales for future reference.
                                    

NOTE!
Please decide whether user system should install Rapid shutdown
devide or not according to local electrical standards and the 
National Electrical Code ANSI/NFPA 70 or the Canadian Electrical 
Code CSA C22.1.
All operation for rapid shutdown installation must follow the 
National Electrical Code ANSI/NFPA 70 or the Canadian Electrical 
Code CSA C22.1. 

RPSD

AGS

Parallel1

Parallel2

+12V

GND

PIN de�nition
for male terminal of AGS
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7.8 Monitoring Connection(optional)

Inverter provides a Monitoring port which can collect data from inverter and transmit it to 
monitoring-website via an external monitoring data collector. SolaX could provide three
type monitoring data collector, and they are Pocket wifi, Pocket LAN and Pocket GPRS.
User could choose an appropriate Pocket product according to network environment.
(Purchase the product from supplier if needed)

Ø Pocket WIFI connection diagram

Could

Router

Ø Pocket LAN connection diagram

Ø Pocket GPRS connection diagram

Could

Router

Could

Monitoring

Please check the Pocket wifi user manual/Pocket LAN user manual/Pocket GRPS user manual
for more details.



Inverter ManipulationElectrical Connection

7.9 Emergency Stop Swtich Connection

EPO

EPO

EPO terminal connection and PIN definitionØ

GND STOP_NO

STOP_NC

A1-Hybrid inverter provides an communication port（ EPO for short) , which 
could receive a signal and is allowed to connected with a emergency stop switch 
to shutdown inverter immdiately in any emergency situation.                                     

EPO connection diagramØ

A1-Hybrid 
  Inverter

EPO port
emergency stop switch 

6

1
STOP_SW_NO

1 2 3 4 5 6

STOP_SW_NC GNDX X X
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8  Inverter Operation Method
8.1 Check all Below Steps Before Starting Inverter

Make sure the PV arrays are connected well.

Make sure the loads and back-up loads are connected well, and the back-up 
loads rating is within the required rating range,

Make sure all ground Bus-bar are connected well.

Make sure the battery is connected well.

Make sure the meter is connected well.

Make sure all the DC wirings and AC wirings are completed.

Make sure the inverter fixed well on the wall.

Make sure the manual bypass breaker( mechanical interlock ) is connected well 
and the original state should be connected with inverter side.  

8

PV array #1

+
-
PE

PV array #2

+
-
PE

PV array #3

+
-
PE

PV array #4

+
-
PE

+ - + - + - + - + - L1 L2N L1 N L1 N

PV1 PV2 PV3 PV4 BAT GRID GEN LOAD

Battery AC generator Back-up Loads

Loads

Ground Bus-bar

L1

L2

N

L1 N L1 N+ -

Battery Breaker

G
rid

 Breaker
G

EN
 Breaker

M
anual Byp

ass Breaker

Ground 
Bus-bar

Wiring Box of A1-Hybrid Series Inverter

Main SwitchSolaX Meter

L1

L2

N

Make sure the main switch is in “OFF” position. 

Make sure the generator is connected well ( if needed ).

8

8

NO NC



Firmware UpgradingInverter Manipulation

  NOTE！
   If the left indicator do no turn green please check below points:
    - All the connection are correct.
    - All the external breakers are switched on.
    - The DC switch on the inverter is in the “ON” position.

Step1. Switch the manual bypass breaker to connect with grid side.

Step2.  Turn off the Grid breaker, battery breaker and generator breaker.

Step3.  Turn off the DC switch at the bottom of the inverter to “OFF” position.

Step4.  Turn off the main switch if needed.

8.2 Start  The Inverter

Step1. Turn on the DC and AC switch at the bottom of the inverter.

Step2. Select the wanted voltage through the screen, such as the 208V or 240V.

Step3. Then choose the grid tied standard, IEEE1547 or RULE21.

Step4. Inverter will start up automatically when the PV panels generate enough 
             energy or the battery is dicharging.

Step5. Check the status of indicators and LCD screen. The left indicator should 
             be green and the indicator screen should display the main interface.

Step6. Set WiFi/GPRS/LAN according to WiFi/GPRS/LAN user manual. (if needed)

Step7. Create monitor web account according to WiFi/GPRS/LAN user manual. 
             (if needed)

8.3 Shut down  Inverter
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9  Firmware Upgrading
User can upgrade inverter’s firmware via an U-disk.

Please ensure the inverter is steadily powered on.
Inverter must connect PV panels and keep the battery on through whole procedure
 of upgrading.
Please prepare a PC and an U-disk.

 

9.1 Preparation

WARENING!

Make sure the PV input power is more than 150V (operate the  upgrade 
on a sunny day), otherwise it may result in serious failing during upgrading.

Step1. Please contact our service support to get the update �les, and extract it
into your U-disk as follow:
“update\ARM\618.00050.00_Hybrid_A1_Manager_VX.XX_XX-XX.usb”;
“update\DSP\618.00084.00_Hybrid_A1_Master_VX.XX_XXXXXXXX”;
(Vx.xx is version number, xxxxxxxx is �le complation date)

 

9.2 Upgrading Steps

WARENING!

Make sure the directory is in accordance with above form strictly!
Do not modify the program file name, or it may cause the inverter
not work anymore!

Step2. Press the “Enter” key for 5 seconds to enter Off Mode. Then unscrew the 
waterproof lid and insert U-disk into the “upgrade” port at the bottom of the inverter. 

Step3. The LCD will be shown as picture 3-1. Then press up and down to select the
 one that you want to upgrade and press “OK” to confirm to upgrade.

Step4. After the upgrade is finished, the LCD will display “succeed”(only for DSP 
upgrades), please remember to pull off the U-disk, screw the waterproof lid and press
the “Esc” to return to the Main interface. Then press the “Enter” key to exit Off Mode.



Update

>ARM

DSP

Update(ARM)

Updating---------25%

Step2

Step3

WARENING!

If the upgrading is broken off during operation, please  ensure the inverter
is steadily powered on and reinsert the U-disk. 

Firmware Upgrading setting

U-disk
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10  Setting

10.1 Control Panel

A

B

C

D

E F G H

Indicator 
   LED

Function 
  Button Down button: Move cursor to downside or decrease value.

ESC button: Return from current interface or function.

OK button: Confirm the selection.

Up button: Move cursor to upside or increase value.

  LCD 
Screen

Display the information of the inverter.

Object

A

B

C

D

E

F

Description

G

H

Name    

Lit in green: The inverter is in normal status or in EPS mode.
flash in blue: The inverter is in waiting or checking status.
Off: The inverter is in fault status.

Lit in green: The battery communication is normal and working.
flash in green: The battery communication is normal and in 
idle status.
Off: The battery does not communicate with inverter.

Lit in red: The inverter is in fault status.
Off: The inverter has no errors.
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10.2 Menu Structure 

All advance setting can only be set by the 
technician or the installer with the installer 
password.

Register1 SN: it indicates the serial number of the 
external monitoring devices,such as pocket WiFi,
pocket LAN and pocket GPRS.
Register2 SN: it indicates the serial number of built
-in Ethernet.
Parallel setting: Please refer to page 52.

please refer to the inverter for the most updated structure

M
e

n
u

Grid

Solar

Charger

Off Grid

Load

S
ta

tu
s

H
isto

ry
S

e
ttin

g
S

yste
m

 S
w

itc
h

A
b

o
u

t

Inverter Yield

Meter Yield

off Grid Yield

Load Consume

Inverter SN

Register1 SN

Inverter Type

Inverter DSP2

Manager ARM

Internal Code

Date Time

parallel
setting

Language

Ethernet

On-grid

Reset

Battery

Safety

Reconnection Time

Grid Conf-Select

Super Setting

Remote Control

Charger

Off Grid System

Reset Inv Energy

Reset Meter Energy

Reset Load

Reset Mgr EE

Update

Baud Rate Mode

Brand Setting

Reset Errorlog

G1b1MPPTFcn

Export Control

Error Logs

Register2 SN

Generator

Advanced

ARC-Detection

Work Mode

Inverter DSP1

SytemRum Time

Generator

New Password

Power Factor

Frequency Watt Mode

Volt Watt Mode

L/HFRT

RR

L/HVRT

(need password)

Selfuse

Force Time Use

Back Up Mode

Cofig Guide
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10.3 LCD  Operation

     LCD Main interface
The main interface is the default interface. When the system starts successfully or 
does not run for a period of time, the inverter will jump to the interface 
automatically.
The interface information is shown as following: 
"power" refers to instantaneous output power;
"Today" refers to the energy produced during the day;
“Battery" refers to the battery voltage or remaining power.

Power                0W
Today                0.0KWh
Battery                %

Normal

Status
History
Setting
System Switch
About

 Menu

      Menu interface
 The menu interface is a transfer interface for user to get into another interface 
to change the setting or getting the information.
-User can get into this interface by pressing “OK” button when LCD displays the 
main interface.
-User can select interface by moving the cursor with function button，and press 
“OK” to confirm.

Main Interface

Status History Setting System Switch About

Menu

Ø

Ø
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a ) Status
The status function contains five items of the inverter(grid, solar, charger, off grid, 
Load and Generator ).
Press up and down to select and press “OK” to confirm the selection, press “ESC” 
to return to Menu.

a-1) Grid 
This state shows the current state of the grid, such as voltage, current, output 
power, local consumption power and frequency.
Pout measures the output power of inverter.
Pagrid measures the power that is exported or imported from the grid.
F means the frequency of the inverter.
The positive value refers to the energy input to gthe negative value refers to the 
energy consumed from the grid.

Grid

Solar

Charger

Off Grid

Load

Statu
s

Ø Status

Grid                 
Solar                 
Charger               

Status

U                       0.0V       
I                   0.0A             
PaOut                       0W
Pagrid                       0W
F                       60.00HZ                

InvState  A

Power Meter              1
Power Meter              2
Power Meter              3

Grid

Generator

Off Grid
Load
Generator

a-3) Charger 
This status shows the charger situation of the system, Including the battery 
voltage, charge or discharge current, Charge or discharge power, battery 
capacity, battery temperature and BMS status. 
“+” means in charging; “-” means in discharging. 

U                            0.0V
I                              0.0A
P                               0W
Battery                    0%
Temp                       0C 
 BMS Disconnected

Charger

U1                          .0V0
I1                            0.0A
P1                             0W
U2                          0.0V
I2                            0.0A
P2                             0W
U3                          0.0V
I3                            0.0A
P3                            0W
U4                          0.0V
I4                            0.0A
P4                             0W
 

Solar

a-2) solar
This status shows the realtime Pvcondition of the system,such as input 
voltage,current and power situation of each PV input.

a-4) Off Grid 
Off Grid will have data only when the inverter is working in the Off Grid mode. It 
will display the voltage, current, power, frequency and other real-time data output 
by Off Grid.

off Grid
U                            0.0V
I                              0.0A
P                               0W
F                        0.00HZ



a-5) Load
This status shows the voltage and current of Back0-up loasds.

 
Load

 

a-6) Generator
This status shows the realtime generator condition ,such as voltage, current, 
power and frequency.

U                            0.0V
I                              0.0A
P                               0W
F                        0.00HZ

Generator

Load_Curr
Load_Volt

0.0A
0.0V
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Ø History

H
isto

ry

Inverter Yield

Meter Yield

Error Log

Load Consume

EPS Yield

b-1) Inverter Yield
This function contains inverter yield for today, yesterday ,this month ,last month
and total.

>OutputGridToday
                                00.0 hKW
   OutputGridToday
                                00.0 hKW
   OutputGridToday
                                00.0 hKW
   OutputGridToday
                                00.0KWh 

Inverter Yield

Inverter  Yield                  
EPS  Yield               
Load Consume
meter Yield
Error Logs 

History

 

b)  History
The history function contains seven items of the information: Inverter yield, charger 
yield, EPS yield, load consume, meter yield and error logs.
Press up and down to select and press “OK” to confirm the selection, press “ESC” to 
return to Menu.
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 >Today:
                                 00.0 h KW
    Total:
                                 00.0KWh 

Off Grid Yield

b-2) EPS Yield
The EPS Yield function contains charger yield for today and total.

              
b-3) Load Consume
The Load consume  contains the energy consumed by back-up loads by 
today and total.

 

             

Load consume
 >Today:
                                 00.0 h KW
    Total:
                                 00.0KWh 

 1:
   2018-10-10  12:22
   Mgr EEPROM Fault
2:
   2018-10-10  15:22
   Mgr EEPROM Fault

Error logs

b-5)  Error Log
The Error logs record the lastest six error messages happened.

b-4) Meter Yield
The Meter Yield contains four items: FeedInToday, FeedInTotal, ConsumeToday 
and Consume Total.

>FeedInToday:
                            00.0 hKW
FeedInTotal
                            00.0 hKW
ConsumeToday
                            00.0KWh
ConsumeTotal
                            00.0KWh

Meter1  Yield

Setting Setting
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S
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Date Time

parallel
setting

Language

Ethernet

On-grid

Reset

Battery

Safety

Reconnection Time

Grid Conf-Select

Super Setting

Remote Control

Charger

Off Grid System

Reset Inv Energy

Reset Meter Energy

Reset Load

Reset Mgr EE

Update

Baud Rate Mode

Brand Setting

Reset Errorlog

G1b1MPPTFcn

Export Control

Advanced

ARC-Detection

Work Mode
Generator

New Password

Power Factor

Frequency Watt Mode

Volt Watt Mode

L/HFRT

RR

L/HVRT

(need password)

Selfuse

Force Time Use

Back Up Mode

Cofig Guide

Ø Setting



c )  Setting
This function is used to set the inverter time, connection, battery, grid and so on .
Enduser can set Date Time, Language , Ethernet, ARC-Detection and Work mode 
directly.
But for advance setting, it requires installer password to operate most of the 
professional settings.

 Date Time
 Language
 Ethernet
Advanced
ARC-Detection
Work Mode

Setting

c-2) Language
This inverter provides several languages for customer to select. 

c-1) Date Time
This interface is for user to set the system date and time.

>2018 - 06 - 06
       10 : 19

Date time

Select
                             English

Language

c-3) Ethernet
There are two modes to obtain IP address: static and DHCP.
User can set the information about ethernet such as IP address, subnet mask 
number and default gateway number and Mac address.

> IP Method
                                  static
IP Address
     192.168.001.008
Subnet Mask
     255.255.255.000

Ethernet

Setting Setting
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c-4 )Advanced
All the advance setting can be set here, such as battery, grid, EPS and so on.
“Advanced” is divided into six parts: On-grid, Battery, parallel ,Reset, New password 
and generator. And every part has the second-level parts.
Please contact with your installer or factory for the installer password to enter.

On-grid
Battery
Paralles 
Reset

New password

Generator

Advanced

>

     192.168.001.001
Mac Address
38-33-5D-F6-B0-D1
Default Gateway
     192.168.001.001

Ethernet
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Safety
RULE21

IEEE1547

Power Factor

Frequency Watt Mode

Volt Watt Mode

L/HFRT

RR

L/HVRT

c-4-1-1 ) Safety

User can set safety standard according local requirement.
There are 2 standards to select. 
For IEEE5471, there is no need to set any data.
For UL1741sa, a lot of data need to be set according to standard requirement.                           

CommentStandard StandardItemStandard

HV2

TripTimeHV2 160ms

HV1 121.0~144.0

TripTimeHV1 1.0-60.0

Comment

121.0~144.0

54.0~119.0LV1

TripTimeLV1

LV2

TripTimeLV2

LV3

TripTimeLV3

RDTB.fVacMax FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeVacMax FastAdj

RDTB.fVacMax SlowProtect

RDTB.wTimeVacMax SlowAdj

RDTB.fVacMin SlowProtect

RDTB.wTimeVacMin SlowAdj

RDTB.fVacMin Mid FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeVacMin Mid FastAdj
RDTB.fVacMin FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeVacMin FastAdj

Item

1.0-60.0

54.0~119.0

1.0-60.0

54.0~119.0

1.0-60.0

RULE21

IEEE1547

L/HVRT

HF2

TripTimeHF2

HF1

TripTimeHF1

RDTB.fFacMin Mid FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeFacMin Mid FastAdj
RDTB.fFacMin FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeFacMin FastAdj

60.10~66.0

160ms

1.0-600.0

LF1

TripTimeLF1

LF2

TripTimeLF2

RDTB.fFacMin Mid FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeFacMin Mid FastAdj
RDTB.fFacMin FastProtect

RDTB.wTimeFacMin FastAdj

53.00~59.90

1.0-60.0

60.10~66.0

53.00~59.90

160ms

Func Select

NormRampRate

wSoftRampUpRate

Function Seclection
Normal Ramp Rate

Soft Start Ramp Rate

OFF(default) or Open

1.0~100.0%

2.0~100.0%

L/HFRT

RR

FreqHighPoint Frequency High Point 60.10/60.04Hz

59.90/59.96Hz

50Hz

Frequency 
Watt Mode

Volt
 Watt Mode

PF Value
80~100

(adjustable for SPF only)

Q1 uwQuVrateUp 0%~100%Power Factor

Func Select
Function Seclection

OFF(default)
 or Q(V)  or  SPF

Choose “Ind” or “cap”

Q1

Q1

Q1

uwQuVrateUp

uwQuVrateLow

uwQuVrateLow 0%~100%

0%

0%

Func Select

Function Seclection

OFF or Open(default)

FreqLowPoint

SlopeOfFreqDroop

Frequency Low Point

Slope off Frequency Droop

StopOfApwrRed

106

108

50

Func Select

RTDB.SlopeOfApowerReduce

OFF or Open(default)

StartOfApwrRed

SlopeOfApwrRed

RTDB.fVoltResponseV3

RTDB.fVoltResponseV4

Function Seclection

Value Range
-
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c-4-1 )On-Grid

On-grid

Safety

Reconnection Time

Grid Conf-Select

Super Setting

Remote Control

G1b1MPPTFcn

Export Control
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c-4-1-2 ) Reconnect Time
The user can set the Reconnect Time here. 5 minutes is default, and the setting 
value range is 1 minute to 5 minutes.                            

Time
                                5:00

 Reconnect Time
>

c-4-1-3 ) Grid Configuration Select
The user can set the grid conguration here. User can shoose 208V system voltage 
or 240V system voltage, and 240V is default.
                            

Type
                                240

 Grid Conf-Select
>

c-4-1-4 ) Super Setting
The function is still being developed.
Please contact with sales for future reference.                              

c-4-1-7 )Remote control
This function allows external control device to make the inverters remote cluster 
control through LAN port on the inverter. And it can control the inverter’s active 
 power output and reactive power output.
The default value is “Enable”. Select ”Disable” means the function is turn off.

Remote Control

Enable
Connecting...

>Function  Control

c-4-1-5 ) Export control
This function allows the inverter able to control energy exported to the grid. 
There are user value and factory value. The factory value is default which can not 
be charged by user. The user value setting by installer must be less than the 
factory value.

User value:
             

Export Control

4000W

c-4-1-6 ) GlblMPPTFunc
GlblMPPTFunc means global Max. power point shadow track function.
When a part of PV panel is covered by a shadow, it might procduct two or more 
top points(refer to Curve B), and inverter can track the max. power point to 
improve the inverter yield effectively.
This function applies to the cirumstance when the sun is not steady.
Choose”Enable”means this function is turned on and it is the default value.
Choose”Disable” means the function will be shut off.

Power

Voltage
curve A

Power

Voltage
curve B

caused by a shadow
(such as  a piece of cloud)
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c-4-2 )Battery

Battery
Charger

Off Grid System

c-4-2-1)  Charger
Here the user can set the parameters of  charger on this page, the inverter 
is compatible with lithium battery and lead-acid battery only. 
Users can set the charge & discharge parameters and awaken mode.
For the detailed parameters , please refer to below table.

>Min Capacity
                     10%

Charger

Charge Max

Charger

Current                     25A

Discharge Max
            

Charger

Current                     25A
>Battery Awaken

Charger

                             NO

When the battery voltage reachs the value( min capacity for lithium battery) in on-grid
 mode(no PV power), battery will stop discharging and the system will go into ILDE mode.
When the battery voltage reachs this value( min capacity for lithium battery) in off-grid 
mode, battery will stop discharging and the inverter will stop exporting power from EPS
port with showing “BAT power low” on LCD display.  
There are two ways to exit from “BAT power low”.
-Press ESC button can exit from “BAT power low” manually.
-Enter EPS system setting page to exit from “BAT power low” ( refer to g-2-2 section) 
automatically.

NOTE�!
Please con�rm the Inverter setting for maximum charge/discharge 
current is within the range of  battery rated charge/discharge current.

*Battery Awaken
-When the battery is low, you need to manually set the Battery Awaken 
function -- start the Battery Awaken:
·Inverter will charge the battery when the PV input power> 1KW or inverter 
is connected to the grid. 
 ·Inverter will exit the Battery Awaken when battery voltage > discharge 
cut-off voltage + 10V or Battery Awaken last > 2 hours. 
-When inverter is in normal operation, and the battery power is sufficient, 
start the Battery Awaken function, the inverter will exit the Battery Awaken 
automatically.

The charge current can be set for 0-25A.

The remaining minimum capacity of the battery.

The discharge current can be set for 0-25A.Comment

Battery Awaken
When the battery voltage drops too low to work, choose this 
option  “Yes” to make battery charging from PV or grid forcbily.

c-4-2-2)   Off Grid System 
Inverter can work on the OffGrid systemmode.
Off Grid System parameters can be set as below.
“Mute”means you can set the warning of system which has entered OffGrid
 mode.
-”No”means there will be a buzzing and it is the default value.
-”Yes”means you choose to shut down the warning function.
Besides, if the buzzing is sharp, it means  output is “over loads.“OffGrid System
Frequency "can only be set to 60Hz.

> Mute:                  No
Frequency:          60Hz
EPS  auto  restart

OffGrid system

Min ESC SOC

OffGrid auto restart

20%

Function control

                Enable

OffGrid auto restart

“  auto restart” is used for restarting  output power manuallyOff Grid System Off Grid System
 or automatically.
When the battery capacity reachs to min capacity or battery voltage reachs discharge cut
 voltage in off-grid mode, battery will stop discharging and the inverter will stop exporting 
power from EPS port with showing “BAT power low” on LCD display.  
- Choose “disable” means the OffGrid System output power can only be restarted by
 pressing ESC button manually and it is the default value.
- Choose “enable” means the OffGrid System output power can be restarted automatically 
through 
setting the  “Min ESC Soc” .

For example, if user chooses “enable” and set “Min ESC Soc”  to 20%, it means PV will 
charge the battery and when battery capacity reachs 20%, inverter will restart OffGrid 
System output power and” BAT Power low” will disappear.
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c-4-3 )Parallel Setting

The function is still being developed.
Please contact with sales for future reference.
                      

Reset
Reset Meter Energy

Reset Load

Config Guide

Reset Errorlog

c-4-4-2) Reset Errorlog
User can reset all inverter errorlog record here.

Reset 

>No<

Reset Errorlog

c-4-4-3) Reset Meter Energy
User can reset the meter energy record here.

>Reset  Meter1 

       No

Reset Meter Energy

Reset Load1

>No<

Reset Load Consume

Reset Inv Energy 

Reset Mgr EE

c-4-4-1) Reset Inv Energy 
User can reset all inverter errorlog record here.

Reset 

>No<

Reset Inv Energy

c-4-4-4) Reset Load
User can reset the load’s energy if the inverter is installed with a smart plug.

c-4-4 )Parallel Setting

c-4-4-5) Reset Mgr EE
This interface will trigger the initial setting to boot the record data to clear.

>Start
                                            No

Reset Mgr EE

c-4-4-6)Config guide  
This interface will trigger the initial setting guide re-play again.

>Start
                                           No

Config guide
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c-4-5)   New Password
Users can see the generator's maximum cut-off voltage, minimum cut-off voltage, 
maximum cut-off frequency and minimum cut-off frequency here.

>
          0       0       0       0

New Password

c-4-6)   Generator Setting
User can set the generator setting value here, such as Max. cut voltage, Min. cut voltage, .
Max. cut Frequency and Min. cut Frequency.
The function is still being developed.
Please contact with sales for future reference.

Gen_OVP
                                 0.0  V
Gen_OVP
                                 0.0  V
Gen_OFP
                                 0.0  V
Gen_UFP
                                 0.0  V

          

Generator Setting

c-5)   ARC-Detection
This interface will trigger arc detection Settings, which include arc self-check, 
arc reset, and can be selected yes or no.

Reset Arc
                                     Yes
Self  Test
                                      No
          

Ar  Detection

c-6)   Work mode
There are 3 work modes for choice.

The Battery will be charged forcibly in the setting time, and it can choose 
whether charge from the grid or not. The battery stop discharing to keep 
higher capacity when the grid is on. Only when the gird is off and PV 
energy is not enough, battery will start to discharge to keep the 
emergency load working normally.
This work mode applies to the area where suffering from blackout 
regularly.

Self Use
(default) 

Force Time Use

Back Up Mode

The PV generated power will be used to supply the local loads firstly, 
then to charge the battery. The redundant power will export to the 
public grid.
When there is no PV supplied, battery will discharge for local loads firstly, 
and grid will supply power when the battery capacity is not enough.

In this work mode the charging and discharging can be set flexibly, and 
it also allows to select whether charge from the grid or not.

Parameter Comment

>Mode Select

Force time use

Work Mode

>          Charge 
        Start time 1
              08:00

Work Mode

>Charger period 1
       From Grid
               Enable

Work Mode

For “Force Time Use” mode, there are 2 parameters that needs to be set.

>          Charge 
         End time 1
              08:00

Work Mode

>Charger period 2
       From Grid
               Enable

Work Mode

>          Charge 
        Start time 2
              08:00

Work Mode

>          Charge 
         End time 2
              08:00

Work Mode

For "Back Up Mode" mode, show the start and end time of charging.

Backup From Grid
                            Disable
Charge Start Time
                              00:00
Charge Start Time
                              00:00
         
              

Back Up Mode

The priority of inverter output power is: 
feeding to the grid       supplying the load        charging the battery.
This work mode applies to the area with high feed-in tariff.

Feed in Priority
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System Switch

d ) ”System Switch” can be selected from “ON” or “OFF”.
“ON”  means the inverter is on working condition and it is inverter default 
status.
“OFF”  means the inverter stop delivering all power, but the LCD remains on.

>Switch

 ON

System Switch

Long press “Enter” key can also switch on ”System Switch”  “ON” or “OFF”.

Inverter SN

Register1 SN

Inverter Type

Inverter DSP1

Manager ARM

Internal Code

A
b

o
u

t

Register2 SN

Register1 SN: it indicates the serial number of the 
external monitoring devices,such as pocket WiFi,
pocket LAN and pocket GPRS.
Register2 SN: it indicates the serial number of built
-in Ethernet.

About

e ) This interface shows information of the inverter including inverter serial 
number, Register1 serial number, Register2 serial number, inverter type, 
master DSP1,manager ARM ,internal code and System Run Time.

>Inverter SN:
          A1hybrid123456

About

Inverter DSP2

About About

>Register1 SN:
                      NA

>Register2 SN:
          SP1EASKWPM

System Run Time

11 Troubleshooting
11.1 Trouble Shooting

This section contains information and procedures for solving possible problems 
with A1-Hybrid inverters, and provides you with troubleshooting tips to identify 
and solve most problems that could occur with the A1-Hybrid inverters.
This section will help you narrow down the source of any problems you may 
encounter. Please read the following troubleshooting steps.
Check warnings or fault messages on System Control Panel or Fault codes on the 
inverter information panel. If a message is displayed, record it before doing 
anything further.
Attempt the solution indicated in below table.

AFDSelfCheckFault

ArcDetectFault 

BatRelayFault
Battery Relay Fault
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- , grid and battery, reconnect them
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.

BatteryConnDirFault

Battery Reverse Connection Fault
• Check if the positive pole and negtive pole of battery are connected
in a contrary way
• Or seek help from us

BatteryVoltFault
Battery Voltage Fault
• Check if the battery input voltage.is within the normal range
• Or seek help from us.

BMS_CellImblance Battery Fault-cell imbalance fault
• Please contact battery suppiler

BMS_ChargeOver
Current

Battery Fault-charge overcurrent fault
• Please contact battery suppiler

Troubleshooting

AFDI Model Selfcheck Fault
• Please check if the AFDI module connects normally
• Clear the fault under the instruction of the USER'S MANNUL 
and restart the inverter
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.

Electric Arc Fault
• Please check if there is any visible arc vestige firstly
• Clear the fault under the instruction of the USER'S MANNUL 
and restart the inverter
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.
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Troubleshooting

BMS_Discharge
OverCurrent

Battery Fault-discharge overcurrent fault
• Please contact battery suppiler

BMS_External_Err
Battery Fault-extarnal fault
• Please contact battery suppiler.

BMS_Internal_Err Battery Fault-intarnal fault
• Please contact battery suppiler.

BMS_Lost 

BMS_LowerVoltage
Battery Fault-undervoltage fault
• Please contact battery suppiler

BMS_OverVoltage Battery Fault-overvoltage fault
• Please contact battery suppiler.

BMS_TemHigh Battery Fault-over-temperature fault
• Please contact battery suppiler

BMS_TemLow Battery Fault-under-temperature fault
• Please contact battery suppiler

BinstallerVoltFault

Binstaller Voltage Out of Normal Range.
•Disconnect PV+ , PV- and battery, reconnect them.
•Check if the PV input is within the range of the inverter.
•Or seek help from , if can not go back to normal state.installer

CT_Error
Meter Fault.
• Please check if the meter is in normal working.
• Or seek for help from us if can not back to normal

Dci_OCP
DCI over current protection Fault.
• Or seek for help from us.
• Wait for a while to check if back to normal

Dcv_OVP

DCV EPS over voltage protection Fault.
• Or seek for help from us.
• Wait for a while to check if back to normal.

EepromFault
Inverter EEPROM Fault
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.
• Turn off the PV, battery and grid , reconnect them.

EPSBatPowerLow

EPS Battery Power Low
• Please check the voltage of battery and charge the battery                                  
• Turn off high power device , press to restart the inverter
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state. 

EpsOverLoad
Over Load in EPS Mode.
• Turn off high power device , press  to restart the inverter.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.

EpsRelayFault
EPS Relay Fault
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- , grid and battery, reconnect them.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state

Gen_OverLoad

GenFreqFault

GenRelayFault

GridOverFreqFault
Grid Frequency Out of Range
• System will reconnect if the utility is back to normal.
• Or seek help from us.

GridOverVoltFault

Grid Voltage Out of Range
• Please wait for a while and system will reconnect if the utility is back to
 normal.
• Please check whether the grid voltage is in the normal range.
• Or seek help from us

GridRelayFault
GIRD Relay Fault
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- , grid and battery, reconnect them.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state

GridUnderFreqFault
Grid Frequency Out of Range
• System will reconnect if the utility is back to normal.
• Or seek help from us.

GridUnderVoltFault
Grid Frequency Out of Range
• System will reconnect if the utility is back to normal.
• Or seek help from us.

HardwareTrip

BusVoltFault

Bus Voltage Out of Normal Range
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- and battery, reconnect them.
• Check if the PV input is within the range of the inverter.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state

BMS Communication Lost
• Please check the communication connection between the 
battery and the inverter firstly
• Please wait for a while and the inverter will reconnect 
automaticly if the BMS connection is back
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.

Over Load in GenRun Mode
• Turn off high power device , press to rsset the error.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.

Generator Frequency Out of Range
• Please wait for while and the inverter will reconnect if the 
frequency of the generator is back to normal
• Please check whether the frequency of the generator is within 
the normal range
• Or seek help from us if the inverter can not go back to normal state .

Generator Relay Fault
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- , grid and battery, reconnect them
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.

AC Current Sensor Fault
• Please check if there is any short-circuit fault firstly 
• Disconnect the PV, battery and grid and reconnect them after the 
inverter shutdown
• Or seek help from us, if the inverter can not go back to normal state.
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InternalCommsFault
Internal Communication Fault
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.
• Turn off the PV, battery and grid , reconnect them

IsolationFault

Isolation Fault
• Please check if the insulation of electric wires are damaged.
• Wait for a while to check if back to normal.
• Or seek for help from us.

MainsLost

Grid is Lost.
• Please wait for a while and system will reconnect if the utility is back 
to normal.
• Please check whether the cable connection at AC side is normal or not.
• Or seek help from us

Mgr EEPROM Fault
Manager EEPROM Fault.
• Turn off the PV, battery and grid , reconnect them.
• Or seek for help from us if can not back to normal

Other_DeviceFault 
Other Devide Fault
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- , grid and battery, reconnect them.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state

OverTemperature
Fault

Temperature over the limitation
• Check if the envirement temperature is over limitation.
• Or seek help from us

ParalLineFault

Parallel Fault
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state.                                          
• The DSP1 version is different
• Parallel system has two or more master machine   

PvVoltFault
PV Voltage Out of Range
• Check the output voltage of the PV panels.
• Or seek for help from us

RC_OCP

DCI over current protection Fault.
• Please check if the insulation of electric wires are damaged.
• Wait for a while to check if back to normal.
• Or seek for help from us

RCD_DeviceFault

Residual Current Device Fault
• Check the impedance of DC input and AC output.
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- and battery, reconnect them.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state

Troubleshootin Troubleshooting

SlaveUpdateFail

SoftVerFault
Firmware Version Fault
• Check if the ARM amd DSP1 version is matched.
• Or seek help from us, if can not go back to normal state

SW_OCP

Over current fault detected by software.
• Wait for a while to check if back to normal.
• Turn off the PV, battery and grid , reconnect them.
• Or seek for help from us.

UnderTemperature
Fault 

SampleConsistence
Fault

The detection circuit Fault
• Disconnect PV+ , PV- and battery, reconnect them.
• Or seek help from us

● If your inverter's information panel is not displaying a Fault light, check the 
following list to make sure that the present state of the installation allows 
proper operation of the unit.

— Is the inverter located in a clean, dry, adequately ventilated place?
— Have the DC input breakers been opened? 
— Are the cables adequately sized and short enough?
— Are the input and output connections and wiring in good condition?
— Are the configurations settings correct for your particular installation?
— Are the display panel and the communications cable properly  
     connected and undamaged?

Contact SolaX Customer Service for further assistance. Please be prepared to 
describe details of your system installation and provide model and serial number 
of the unit.

Temperature Below the Limitation
• Check if the envirement temperature is lower than the limitation
• Or seek help from us if the inverter can not work while the 
temperature is within the normal range.

Slave Update Faill
• Please restart the inverter and update the slave program again
• Or seek for help from us if it wouldn't work normally
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11.2 Routine Maintenance

Inverters do not need any mainteinance or correction in most condition,but if 
the inverter often loses power due to overheating,this can be the following 
reason:
● The cooling fins on the rear of house are coverd by dirts.
Clean the cooling fins with a soft dry cloth or brush if necessary.
Only trained and authorized professional personnel who are familiar with the 
requirements of safety was allowed to perform servicing and maintenance 
work.

Only qualified people should perform the following tasks.
While using the inverter, the user should examine the machine regularly:

1: Check if the cooling fins on the rear of the house are clean. The machine should 
be cleaned of dirt and dust regularly.

2: Check that if the indicators of the inverter are in normal state,check if the keys 
of the inverter are in normal state,check if the display of the inverter is normal.This 
check should be performed at least every 6 months.

3: Check that if the input and output wires are damaged or aged.This check 
should be performed at least every 6 months.

4: You should keep the inverter panels clean and their security checked at least 
every 6 months.

Ø Safety checks

Safety checks should be performed at least every 12 months, please contact  
manufacturer to arrange qualified person who has adequate training,knowledge,
and practical experience to perform these tests.(Please kindly noted this action is 
not covered by warranty).The data should be recorded in an equipment log.If the 
device is not functioning properly or fails any of test,the device has to be repaired. 
For safety check details, refer to this manual,section 2 Safety instruction and EC 
Directives.

Maintain PeriodicallyØ

12 Decommissioning 

12.1 Remove the Inverter

 Disconnect the inverter from DC Input and AC output.
 Wait for 5 minutes for de-energizing.
 Disconnect communication and optional connection wirings.
 Remove the inverter from the bracket.
 Remove the bracket if necessary.

Please pack the inverter with the original packaging.
If the original package is no longer available, you can also use an equivalent 
carton that meets the following requirements.
Suitable for loads more than 30 kg.
With handle.
Can be fully closed.

Store the inverter in a dry environment where ambient temperature keep 
always between -20 °C - +60 °C. Take care of the inverter during the storage 
and transportation,keep less than 4 cartons in one stack.

When the inverter or other related components need to be disposed. Have 
it carried out according to local waste handling regulations. Please be sure 
to deliver wasted inverters and packing materials to certain site, where can 
assist relevant department to dispose and recycle.

12.2 Packaging

12.3 Storage and Transportation

Decommissioning Troubleshooting
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